game for their team, the former two making most of Exeter's gains.

EXETER.     TECHNOLOGY.
Laskey, Connor, Rockwell, l. e.    Chubb, r. e.
Rodgers, Brill, Higgins, l. t.     Godfrey, r. t.
Carr, Sherman, l. g.               R. S. Hamilton, r. g.
Hooper, c.                         Laws, c.
Peters, Cooney, r. g. T. M. Hamilton, Hauber, l. g.
Hogan, r. t.                       Heckman, l. t.
Higgins, Moore, Smith, r. e.       Crocker, l. e.
Rockwell, Connor, q. b.            Maxson, q. b.
Preston, Tennant, h. b.            Hood, h. b.
Krubbs, h. b.                      Bary, h. b.
Sawyer, Reid, f. b.                Wilson, f. b.


Hare and Hounds Club.

The Hare and Hounds Club held its first run last Saturday from Newton Center. Fifteen men chased the paper trail over a course of about five miles, under conditions favorable for making fast time. Pember, '02, and Pulsifer, '03, who were the hares, laid an excellent trail leading in a circuit through Thompsonville, around Hammond's Pond, and through Chestnut Hill back to Newton Center. F. R. Farnham, '03, the Newton Center scout, accompanied the run on his wheel, as did Rollins, '04.

Near the finish of the run, Joseph, '03, who was leading, had an argument with some barbed wire, the fence having the best of it. In spite of bad scratches on his hands and legs, Joseph got up and made a plucky finish.

The hounds were well bunched at the finish, all coming in inside of the two-minute limit. Hunter, '02, led Baker, '04, by inches, with Drew, '04, and Joseph, '03, close at their heels.

The new men out all did well, Baker, '04, and Worcester, '04, leading the bunch most of the way.

The run next Saturday will be from Wellesley Hills. Leave Trinity Place Station at 2.15. The prospects are good for a large attendance, as Wellesley Hills runs are always popular.

Tennis Tournament.

The annual Fall Tournament is now being played on the Association's courts. The entries, of which the number is rather less than usual, are as follows:—


The first round must be finished before Saturday, October 13th, or matches will be defaulted. Engage courts in advance by posting names on the tabular views.

In the Doubles the entries are:—Henderson and Boscarem vs. Beckwith and Mixter; Cutter and Belcher vs. Shivers and Whiteimore; E. F. Lawrence and St. Clair vs. N. L. Danforth and Partner; P. Jones and Crocker vs. Du Pont and Cheney.

Cheap at Half the Price.

They came—a genuine country couple—into the office of the Justice of the Peace, and asked that the nuptial knot be tied. At the conclusion of the brief ceremony, the happy groom, a specimen of the genus "skinflint" asked,

"Well, how much does the job cost?"

"The law allows me fifty cents," was the answer.

He fished a grimy looking quarter from his trousers pocket. "Well, here's a quarter, the law allows yer fifty—that makes seventy-five, and a purty good amount; I take it, for five minutes work." With that he calmly tucked his bride's hand under his arm and departed.